California Calling
Governed by firm tradition and law in their homeland, the wine producers of Bordeaux have long been irresistibly drawn
to the regulation-light vineyards of America’s Golden State, as James Lawther MW reports

Restless Nature
Further south in Paso Robles, Stephan Asseo found the
freedom to craft the wines he wants at his aptly named
L’Aventure winery. Parisian by birth, with an oenology
degree from Macon in Burgundy, Asseo made a name for
himself in the 1980’s with the family’s Bordeaux properties
Domaine de Courteillac, Fleur Cardinale in St-Emilion and
Chateau Robin in Cotes de Castillon. Consultancy work
followed, but his restless nature led him to look elsewhere.
‘I was fed up with the restrictions in France and had an
idea in my head inspired by Domaine de Trevallon’s
Cabernet-Syrah mix and other blends I’d tasted in the
Bekka Valley in Lebanon,’ he says.
Paso Robles was not his first port of call, but with land
in napa too expensive, an acquaintance suggested the
region and the rolling hills, calcareous soils and marked
diurnal temperature range. In pioneering fashioin, Asseo
has now planted 24ha since his move in 1998, and from
2008 has used only estate-grown fruit. The Petit Verdot
was suggested by consultant Michel Rolland, whom Asseo
knew in Bordeaux.
The L’Aventure wines include the flagship Optimus, a
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Syrah-Cabernet Sauvignon-Petit Verdot blend (‘I quit
Bordeaux to make this sort of wine’), the Rhone-style
Cote a Cote (Mourvedre-Grenache-Syrah) and the
Estate Cabernet Sauvignon. All are powerful and
assertive in style, but pure with well-rounded tannins.
‘Like them or not, they are true to the Paso terroir,’ he
says with a nonchalant smile.
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